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Starting an Online Business For Dummies, 4th EditionFor Dummies, 2005
Begin and build a booming business right at home!
Establish your online presence, make money on eBay, and find the secrets to search engine success     

How'd you like your morning commute to be a short walk in your bedroom slippers?  The market for online businesses is better than ever, and here's the place to start. Identify your...
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Analyzing Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves With SAS (Sas Press Series)SAS Institute, 2007
As a diagnostic decision-making tool, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves provide a comprehensive and visually attractive way to summarize the accuracy of predictions. They are extensively used in medical diagnosis and increasingly in fields such as data mining, credit scoring, weather forecasting, and psychometry. In this example-driven...
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Reverse Engineering Deals on Wall Street with Microsoft Excel: A Step-by-Step Guide (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Economics / Investments & Securities
Praise for Reverse Engineering Deals on Wall Street with Microsoft Excel      

"Allman has written an excellent sequel to his first book Modeling Structured Finance Cash Flows with Microsoft Excel, providing a simple guide on how to deconstruct cash flows through modeling and understanding...
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Configuring Cisco Routers for ISDNMcGraw-Hill, 1999
To say that Cisco Systems Inc. has a few products is like saying McDonalds  sells a few hamburgers. Since 1984, Cisco has improved their original routers,  enhancing features both in hardware and operating system software, mounting  success upon success. Most of the "big iron" (that’s industry-speak for large  expensive pieces of...
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XML Pocket Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2001

	The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a documentpr ocessing standard that is an official recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the same group responsible for overseeing the HTML standard. Many expect XML and its sibling technologies to become the markup language of choice for dynamically generated content, including...
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Quicken 2009 The Official Guide (Quicken Press)McGraw-Hill, 2008
The Only Official Guide to the #1 Personal Finance Software
Now you can manage your finances and assets with ease! Quicken 2009: The Official Guide is filled with insider tips and expert techniques for tracking your income, expenses, savings, transactions, investments, and much more. 

Fully endorsed by Intuit,...
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Configuring SAP R/3 FI/CO: The Essential Resource for Configuring the Financial and Controlling ModulesSybex, 2000
SAP's FI/CO (Financial and Controlling) is the company's most popular package. This in-depth guide for implementers, consultants, and IS managers covers how to identify the business needs of the planned installation and then how to go about customizing the system accordingly. The book covers many topics not addressed in other books, including...
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Mastering Financial Mathematics in Microsoft Excel: A Practical Guide for Business Calculations (2nd Edition) (Financial Times)FT Press, 2010

	A practical guide for business calculations


	Mastering Financial Mathematics in Microsoft © Excel provides a comprehensive set of tools, methods and formulas which apply Excel to solving mathematical problems.


	The book:

	
		Explains basic calculations for mathematical finance
	...
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The Two Income Trap: Why Middle-Class Mothers and Fathers Are Going BrokeBasic Books, 2003
This groundbreaking exposé brings to light the surprising financial consequences of mothers going to work, and the precarious position of today's middle class.
  More than two decades ago, the women's movement flung open the doors of the workplace. Although this social revolution created a firestorm of controversy, no one questioned the...
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The Simple Dollar: How One Man Wiped Out His Debts and Achieved the Life of His DreamsFT Press, 2010

	The Simple Dollar can change your life. 


	Trent Hamm found himself drowning in consumer debt, working in a job he couldn’t stand… and figured out how to escape that debt and build the fulfilling career he’d always dreamt about, all at the same time.

...
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Sams Teach Yourself eBay in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself - Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2011

	Sams Teach Yourself eBay® in 10 Minutes


	 


	Michael Miller


	 


	Sams Teach Yourself eBay in 10 Minutes offers straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working...
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The Personal Finance Calculator : How to Calculate the Most Important Financial Decisions in Your LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2003
The no-nonsense guide to making the best financial decisions, from buying a car to saving for retirement

The first step in building financial security is to get a handle on your personal finances--from credit card balances and car payments to savings and investment plans. The Personal Finance Calculator is...
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